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Plans, housing question and modernization of the country

Problems, policies, and research
Atlases of the landscape in Europe
Atlases and landscapes
Methodological proposals for the management and promotion of Piedmont landscapes
Social perception of the landscape and the Atlases
The Atlas as a metaphor for the history of territory and landscape
The European context
Experiences on the landscape catalogues for Catalonia
Tuscany landscapes Atlas and spatial planning

Projects and implementation
The Ptcp of Naples: the land and its fertile resources
Presentation
Dilemmas and obstacles in the management of objectives
A heritage to defend and exploit
The Ptcp of Naples: from the plan of 2003 to the new proposal of 2008
The landscape in the plan
Naples Ptcp directions 
Settlements system
The assessment of territorial contexts and the landscape analysis
Agricultural landscapes in the Naples province: a heritage to be protected
A soil science to urban landscape planning: the case study of Naples and its surroundings
Cultural heritage, landscape and metropolitan system: is planning possible? 
Sustainable mobility for Naples’ metropolitan area
Statistical analysis in support of territorial planning 
Gis for spatial co-ordination planning

Knowledge and action in the ‘structural’ interpretation and representation of territory

Profiles and practices
Consuming land, consuming the future
Four countries, six experiences, for a single issue: limiting urbanisation
Towards sustainable land use in Germany: reviewing the German experience 
with antisprawl policies and tools
Urban containment strategies in the Netherlands
From an economical use of land to land use management strategies, tasks and 
challenges in Switzerland
Land use and consumption in England: how is land use controlled and monitored? 
How has land use changed?
Assessment of sustainable land use in Germany:  the project Fin.30

Integrated European research on sustainable urban development and periurban 
land use relationships
Interpretational figures and methods for knowledge and evaluation of land consumption: 
the transition matrix

Methods and tools
Zoning, zooning

Reform of territorial governance and the new urban order

By the way, what urbanism really is?
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Settlements system
Immacolata Apreda

Urban polycentric
reorganization's aim
involves attention to
settlement forms and
environmental sustainability.
Therefore, settlement
morphologic and functional
characters were
preliminarily studied; and
then urban and metropolitan
central roles balanced
evaluation and increase
aims were composed with
those of urbanized areas
landscape and ecological
restoration and morphologic
reorganization. Settlement
types studying allowed to
distinguish settlement
forms, roles and relations
inside large urbanized areas
which take up most of
Provincia's territory. Recent
incomplete and partially
settled buildings were
particularly analysed,
because most heavy
problems insist on them,
which have therefore
reorganization and
development policies
priority.
Urbanized areas forms,
roles and ranks analysis
leaded to articulate urban
and environmental
reorganization needs and to
some building increase or
urban performance
improvement chances. So
trends to municipal plans
direct them toward
integrated aims of functional
and landscape settlement
restoration and central roles
evaluation and increase. 
Naples Ptcp moreover
distinguish, inside from
1936 urbanized areas,
specialized buildings and
three others settlement
types: 'prevalently
consolidated urban
settlements', 'urban
consolidation and
environmental restoration
areas', 'urban increase and
environmental restoration
areas'.
Naples Ptcp leads present
settlement system toward
polycentric urban nets and
better morphologic,
landscape and

environmental characters;
its directions therefore
express articulate trends,
which concern: urban and
metropolitan central roles
promotion and its
composition with
morphologic and
environmental
reorganization actions;
historical heritage
preservation, restoration
and sustainable exploitation;
building expansion control;
morphologic and functional
reorganization of unsettled
recent buildings;
environmental quantitative
and qualitative indicators.


